
Student satisfaction with recent large lectures
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I don't like how nonpersonal large lectures are. 
I learn much better when the professor knows 
me and sees me every class.”
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Class size at CU

Average = 97

Frequency of distraction

I hate to admit it, but it really does help when 
professors don't allow computers or anything 
in class.”“

Other students talking
74%

Other students’ screens
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Seating options
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Difficulty seeing
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 Office hours attendance 

Contributors to student distraction

Never4%

Sometimes39%

Half the time31%

Most of the time17%

Always9%

What keeps students focused

Student suggestions to reduce distractions

Interesting/
engaging lectures

Ban/limit 
devices

Improve 
technology use

Clear audioEffective 
Clicker use

Remove 
disruptive students

Interact 
with students

“How good a large lecture class is really depends 
on the ability of the instructor to be engaging.” 

Interesting instructor93%

Course subject/material65%
Demonstrations/simulations59%
Clickers55%
Guest speakers33%
PowerPoint presentations31%
Videos30%
Whole class discussion23%
Group work14%

Other5%
4-6 times a semester7%

Weekly9%

2-3 times a semester18%

Never26%

Once a semester35%

“

These data were collected during 2016-17 from Institutional 
Research in CU’s Office of Data Analytics, two campus-wide surveys 
(n=120, n=80), canvassing students on campus, and a focus group.
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Data on class size at CU:
Average class size is 97 students
Large lectures per course load
Large lectures are 53% of courses for first year students 
54% of courses for second year students
38% of courses for third year students
28% of courses for fourth year students
24% of courses for fifth year students

Data on student satisfaction 
with recent large lectures: 
Student quote: “I don't like 
how nonpersonal large 
lectures are. I learn much 
better when the professor 
knows me and sees me 
every class.”
48% of students dislike 
large lectures
34% of students like large 
lectures
18% of students feel neutral 
about large lectures

Data on contributors to student distraction:
Student quote: “I hate to admit it, but it really does help when 
professors don't allow computers or anything in class.” 74% 
of students surveyed indicated being distracted by other 
students talking
70% by other students’ screens
51% have difficulty hearing
49% by their own screens
41% by seating options
41% have difficulty seeing
34% by other distractions, such as noise from the hall outside 
the classroom

Data on frequency of distraction:
39% of students surveyed are sometimes 
distracted in large lecture classes
31% are distracted half of the time 17% 
are distracted most of the time 9% are 
always distracted
4% are never distracted

Student suggestions for instructors to 
reduce distractions:
Ban or limit devices
Improve technology use
Interesting and engaging lectures 
Clear audio
Effective Clicker use
Interact with students
Remove disruptive students

Data on what keeps students focused:
Student quote: “How good a large lecture class is really depends on the ability of the instructor to be 
engaging.”
93% of students surveyed reported that an interesting instructor helps keep them focused
65% Course subject or material
59% Demonstrations or simulations
55% Clickers
33% Guest speakers
31% PowerPoint presentations
30% Videos
23% Whole class discussion
14% Group work

Data on office hours attendance:
35% of students surveyed reported attending office 
hours for a large lecture class once a semester 26% 
never attended office hours
18% two to three times a semester
9% attended weekly
7% four to six times a semester
5% othetr

These data were collected during 2016-17 from Institutional Research in CU’s Office of 
Data Analytics, two campus-wide surveys (n=120, n=80), canvassing students on campus, 
and a focus group.

Information provided by CU Office of Information 
Technology’s Academic Technology Design Team and 
Arts & Sciences Support of Education Through 
Technology.




